ICPS-POLITICAL SCIENCE

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

To be admitted to the ICPS program, a student must petition the ICPS Committee for acceptance into upper-division standing.

A. HOME DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS (ICPS PRIMARY FIELD 1):

1. Five units in political science, including two empirical introductory political science courses (220, 240, or 260), and three upper-level political science courses, two of which must be listed as ICPS-political science courses.

2. Statistics: one of Political science 311, Math 141, Econ 311, Sociology 311, Psychology 348.

3. Junior Seminar

B. ICPS CORE REQUIREMENTS (ICPS PRIMARY FIELD 2):

Any two from the following (A-D):

A. Economics 201 (Introduction to Economics Analysis) and three ICPS-economics courses

B. Sociology 211 and three ICPS-sociology courses

C. Any four ICPS-history courses, only two of which may be in American history

D. Anthropology 211 and three ICPS-anthropology courses

C. ICPS SECONDARY FIELD:

Any one from the following in an additional field not used as a primary field:

A. Economics 201 and one ICPS-economics course

C. Any two ICPS-history courses, only one of which may be in American history

D. Sociology 211 and one ICPS-sociology course

E. Anthropology 211 and one ICPS-anthropology course

D. JUNIOR QUALIFYING EXAM IN POLITICAL SCIENCE + ICPS

E. THESIS 470 (ICPS)

DIVISIONAL REQUIREMENTS

There are no divisional requirements for this major.

CREDIT AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

Humanities: HUM 110 or equivalent (3 units)

You may use courses in your major department to satisfy any one distribution requirement other than Group X.

Group A Literature, Philosophy, Religion, Arts

Group B History, Social Sciences, Psychology

Group C Natural Sciences

Group D Mathematics, Computer Science, Logic, Foreign Language, or Linguistics

Group X 2 units in any one department outside of the major department

30 units of coursework, 15 of which must be taken at Reed

6 quarters of Physical Education, 2 of which may come from Community Engagement programs

6 units completed during senior year
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